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Golden Oldies Trinity Waters. 

Only seven over 60’s signed up for this match but two “under age” members 

came along to make up the numbers. Breakfast was enjoyed by 5 members 

and we all met up for the draw at Trinity 08.30. We had the luxury of the 

whole of Woodland Lake with plenty of space between pegs; 4 on the far bank 

and 5 on the near bank. The weather was set fair for most of the day with rain 

forecast late afternoon and the lake had plenty of colour with fish topping. 

Rob, Dave P, Dave H and Steve the pole were drawn on the far bank with Chris, 

Derek, Danny, Andy and Toastie on the near bank. 

Results (over 60’s) 

1. Chris White   peg 31,  119.06 

2. Derek Goad   peg 29,  35.14 

3. Dave Hilton   peg 12,  12.14  

4. Danny Blunn   peg 23,  8.04 

5. Steve Parker   peg 14,  7.09 

6. Rob Cox    peg 7,  DNW 

     7. Dave Pope   peg 9   DNW 

 

(Under 60’s) 

1. Andy Phillip   peg 26,  68.10 

2. Terence Morgan  peg 20,  35.00 

 

“Golden Oldie” Chris took full advantage of the much fancied peg 31 taking 14 

lumps in his 119.06 bag to just scrape in to the top spot. Disappointingly hardly 

any carp showed up on the far bank with the best weights predominating from 

the near bank pegs. Dave Hilton did manage a decent bag of silvers though 
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from 12 including a 4.01 Bream. Also worth a mention, and a good contender 

for the specimen carp cup, was Andy who landed a good carp of 18lbs 3 ozs in 

his 68.10 bag. Derek also had a nice mixed bag of carp and quality Bream. 

Thanks to those that supported the match particularly the two “juniors” (one 

of whom will be eligible for next year’s match).  

Tightlines. 


